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Abstract—Software/Hardware Engineering (SHE) is a model-driven system-level design methodology for hardware/software systems and embedded systems. It assists a designer in both the development of models for analysis purposes and the actual realisation of the system; and the toolkit of SHE is the result of software engineering research with a very strong foundation in formal theories/methods. In the recent years, the Transaction Level Modelling (TLM) paradigm has been widely propagated for complex System-on-a-Chip (SoC) and embedded system designs; and it is being used in industry to solve a variety of practical problems during the design, development and deployment of such designs. This paper presents the application of the SHE methodology to combine Performance and Functional Analysis of TLM models. We illustrate the practical interest of our approach with an example: A CPU and Memory System.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the recent years, the Transaction Level Modelling (TLM) paradigm [1] has been widely propagated for complex System-on-a-Chip (SoC) and embedded system designs; and it is being used in industry to solve a variety of practical problems during the design, development and deployment of such designs. The practical problems include:

• providing an early platform for software development;

• aiding software/hardware integration;

• enabling both software performance analysis and system level design analysis;

• allowing early estimation of power consumption (by real software running on TLM models before Register Transfer Level (RTL) models are available to further assist the architect).

Principally, in a TLM model, components are modelled as modules in a parallel context. Such modules are communicated in the form of transactions through abstract channels. Furthermore, TLM models allow “very fast simulation”, around 1000 times faster than pure RTL models.

Performance analysis of TLM models has so far been mainly addressed in a simulation context (i.e. traditional and popular technique for performance analysis). Over the years, simulation is shown to be well-established and successful technique for the analysis of the dynamical behaviour of TLM models.

For functional analysis, the most popular technique used in industry for verifying functional properties of TLM models is model checking (i.e. a formal verification technique). This technique has also proven to be a successful technique to algorithmically check whether a specification satisfies a desired property.

It is worth mentioning that simulation and model checking are two complementary techniques for verifying the correctness of TLM models, i.e. one cannot replace another.

Over the years, serious efforts have been made to the performance analysis of TLM models (e.g. [2]) and functional analysis of TLM models (e.g. [3], [4]). However, to the best of our knowledge, little attention is paid so far to combine performance and functional analysis of TLM models.

Hence, in this paper, we propose an approach to interoperate performance and functional analysis of TLM models. Together to obtain full-blown performance as well as functional analysis through the Software/Hardware Engineering (SHE) [6].

Our approach is to formally describe TLM models using the formal language (i.e. with a well-defined semantics) POOSL [6] which is the modelling language of the SHE methodology that can be reasonable easily translated (even in a formal way) into models written in various input languages of existing tools for performance and functional analysis. While doing these, we can also compare the input languages, the techniques used for such tools as well as the analysis results. The interests of this paper are as follows:

• to study the principles of the TLM from a theoretical point of view;

• to increase understanding of industrial TLM models, to increase clarity of such models and to help solve problems and remove errors as early as possible (i.e. to reduce production cost and time);

• to focus on examining other techniques to performance analysis and functional analysis and trying to combine them for TLM models (i.e. to obtain full-blown performance as well as functional analysis);

• to compare the specification languages for TLM models, the expressiveness of the functional temporal logics and the algorithmic techniques for model checking that are used in the tools (for verification of TLM models);

• to inspire the development of tools to combine performance and functional analysis for industrial TLM...
models; such research results and gained experience could be implemented into commercial products (i.e. toolset).

A. Organisation

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section II summarises the approaches and techniques that are being used for specification and analysis of TLM models in industry. Section III briefly presents the SHE methodology including the input language and toolset. A TLM model: a CPU and memory system is described in Section IV.

Such a TLM model is analysed by means of simulation and formal verification through the SHE methodology; and the results obtained from simulation and formal verification are also shown to be match in the same section. Finally, concluding remarks are made and the direction of future work is pointed out in Section VI.

II. SPECIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF TLM MODELS IN INDUSTRY

SystemC [7], [8] is a modelling language consisting of C++ class library and a simulation kernel for Hardware Description Language (HDL) designs, encompassing system-level behavioural descriptions down to RTL representations. Nowadays, SystemC is becoming the de-facto-standard for system-level modelling and design as well as TLM in industry. SystemVerilog [9] extends the scope of Verilog [10] to object orientation, test-benches and with enhanced verification features. SystemVerilog is entirely appropriate for TLM because it contains all the constructs necessary to describe and execute TLM models efficiently. Perhaps, designers/verification engineers with a strong hardware background prefer to use SystemVerilog rather than SystemC to write TLM models.

Nevertheless, SystemC and SystemVerilog are two well-accepted design languages for TLM in industry. Currently, analysis of TLM models described in SystemC and SystemVerilog is mainly addressed in a simulation context using commercial simulators.

As we have mentioned already in Section I, simulation is not suitable for functional analysis. Also, there are no formal semantics defined for SystemC and SystemVerilog. For functional analysis of TLM models (described in SystemC or SystemVerilog), it has been generally done by implicitly proposing some forms of translation of the TLM models into formal models (e.g. [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]), the translations just being presented as an unavoidable intermediate step to reach such an functional analysis goal.

It is not hard to see that there might be a gap between the simulation and verification results because of using two specification languages/formalisms for modelling TLM models.

III. THE SHE METHODOLOGY

Software/Hardware Engineering (SHE) is a model-driven system-level design methodology that allows analysing both correctness and performance properties of design alternatives based on models. The actual evaluation is based on the application of several techniques for performance analysis and formal verification of correctness properties (i.e. functional analysis).

The designer is assisted in constructing models and applying the analysis techniques with various guidelines and modelling patterns. The main key feature of the SHE methodology is its foundation on formal methods, which ensures that the obtained analysis results are unambiguous. Also, SHE is accompanied with a set of user-friendly computer tools (most of them are also based on formal methods).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I POOSL STATEMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( S := E ) expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( mt(E_1, \ldots, E_n)(v_1, \ldots, v_j) ) methods call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>par ( S_1 ) and ( \ldots ) and ( S_n ) ( \tau ) parallel composition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S_1; S_2 ) sequential composition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ch?m( (E_1, \ldots, E_i)(E) ) message send</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ch?m( (v_1, \ldots, v_j)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sel ( S_1 ) or ( \ldots ) or ( S_n ) les non-deterministic selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( {E_i}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interrupt ( S_1 ) with ( S_2 ) interrupt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abort ( S_1 ) with ( S_2 ) abort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delay ( E ) time synchronisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if ( E ) then ( S_1 ) else ( S_2 ) fi choice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>while ( E ) do ( S ) od loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. POOSL empty behaviour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The core of the SHE methodology is a modelling language called Parallel Object-Oriented Specification Language (POOSL) [6]. POOSL is a language for system-level de-sign, which intends to deal with the complexity of hard-ware/software systems by bridging the gap between industrial practice and formal methods.

The POOSL language integrates a process part and a data part [18]. The process part of the POOSL is based on a timed and probabilistic extension of CCS, which is defined in a similar mathematical way as in common process algebras [19], [20], [21]. The data part inherits the concepts of traditional object-oriented languages such as Java and SmallTalk.

A POOSL model consists of a set of parallel processes, which perform their activities asynchronously and communicate with each other synchronously by message passing. Each process can call and execute its methods which are formed by the statements in Table I. Different from procedure or functions used in imperative programming languages, the process methods in POOSL allow tail-recursion to specify infinite behaviours in a succinct way.

Here we give a brief explanation of the language. More detailed information about the language can be found in [18] [22].

A POOSL model consists of a set of parallel processes connected by static channels. Each process has its own data space. It can only share its information with other processes through synchronous communication. Communications between processes are accomplished through ports connected by static channels. For instance, statement “out! request” indicates the willingness to send a request message through port “out” and “in? request” indicates the willingness to receive a request message from port “in”. When the “in” and “out” ports are connected by a channel, both parts are synchronised and the communication is performed.
In addition to the parallelism between processes, a finer grain of parallelism (parallel activities) can be also specified inside a process using the par statement ("par \( S_1 \) and...and \( S_n \) rap"). Each activity can share a data space with other activities, and exchange its information with others through shared data.

The POOSL language provides the “delay” primitive to specify timing information in the model. Similar to many other formal languages, the timing semantics of POOSL relies on the two-phase execution model in [23]. The state of the model can change either by asynchronously executing actions (Phase 1) or by synchronously consuming time (Phase 2). Time advances only when no action can be performed. This timing semantics assumes that actions are instantaneous in the model, which largely simplifies the analysis of the timing behaviour.

In addition to the traditional “if” statement, nondeterministic selection (“sel \( S_i \) or...or \( S_j \) les”) does not specify conditions for its branches. This facilitates designers to abstract system behaviour. This is due to the fact that there are not always enough details available to determine the conditions when making an abstraction of a system behaviour or one component has no knowledge of its peers’ behaviour.

For instance consider a system consisting of a consumer and a producer. The consumer requests for the product from the producer. If the producer is not empty, the consumer takes one product and consumes it within 2 time units. Otherwise, the consumer waits for 0.1 time units and checks availability of the producer. The above mentioned behaviour is endlessly repeated. Such a behaviour can be specified by three process methods in POOSL given in Table II.

The Main() method consists of a parallel structure where Consumer() and Producer() are specified as two parallel activities. The Consumer() and Producer() methods specify the behaviour of the Consumer and the Producer respectively at an abstract level. In the specification, ToPro (FromPro) and FromCon (ToCon) are a pair of connected ports. The Producer’s internal behaviour is abstracted by the non-deterministic structure (sel), which facilitates a fast evaluation of design ideas. Note that the infinite behaviour of the Consumer and the Producer are specified by the tail recursion.

In addition to the primitives mentioned above, the POOSL language offers a set of powerful primitives such as Guard, Interrupt and Abort primitives to facilitate designers to express their thoughts in a succinct way.

The formal semantics of POOSL can be found in [24] [25] [22]. The formal semantics of POOSL given in [24] addresses untimed behaviours covering parallelism, communication, non-determinism and data. The semantics of the timed language (where data is abstracted from) is given in [25]. This work also introduces an execution mechanism for the language.

B. Tools for SHE

A number of tools have been developed for building and analysing a POOSL model. The most commonly used tools are SHESim and Rotalumis [6].

SHESim is a graphical tool, which allows designers to incrementally specify and modify classes of data, processes and clusters and easily express hierarchical and topological structure of the complex systems. Furthermore, it can create log files for performance evaluating purposes. An interaction diagram tool helps designers to inspect the history of all messages exchanged between different processes by generating interaction diagrams automatically during simulation. These diagrams can be used for validation purposes of a model.

Rotalumis is a textual tool which is initially for high-speed simulation after completing the validation of a POOSL model. Later, it is enhanced for the correctness-preserving code generation from a POOSL model. It has been demonstrated in [30] that Rotalumis can automatically generate code for timing- critical systems and preserve the timing properties proven in the model.

Next to these two tools, several formal verification tools (e.g. SPIN [31], [32] and UPPAAL [33]) can be used as back-end verification tools by translating POOSL models to the corresponding input models/specifications for such verification tools. Currently, SHE includes a few guidelines for constructing various input models/specifications of verification tools from a POOSL model [34].

IV. SPECIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF TLM MODELS IN THE SHE METHODOLOGY

In order to show the applicability of our approach/the SHE methodology to combine performance and functional analysis of TLM models, we specify and analyse a TLM model in the SHE methodology.

A. CPU and Memory System

A simulation is performed on a system modelling one memory and one CPU in which the memory is a pure slave and the CPU is a pure master. A memory interface dictates what services complying memories must feature; and the CPU implementation demonstrates all the supported
operations with the memory.

More precisely, the CPU first gets to know if it is possible to write to a random memory address. Eventually, the CPU issues a write and read request operation with a data unit and repeats the same with more operations provided by the memory.

Such a system is taken from [http://mij.oltrelinux.com/devel/systemc/] and its implementation in SystemC is also available at same link.

---

```c
int sc_main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
    // CPU module and memory interface respectively. The CPU and memory system is shown in Fig. 1.
    // The hardware implementation of such an communication is specified through the usual signals paradigm. More specific- cally, CPU adaptor (shortly, CA) and memory adaptor (MA) communicate through a set of signals wrapped to realize a full-featured bus.
    // A protocol must be specified for the communication to be accomplished across the bus. This is entirely enclosed into adaptor implementations and can be changed in the future without impact against the rest of the system relying on them (this is the key idea of TLM).
    // For illustration purpose, a part (describing the top-level) of the CPU and memory system implemented in SystemC is given below:
    int sc_main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
        // provide a memory module and a CPU
        // for the simulation system
        Memory mem("MemoryModuleA");
        CPU cpu0("CPU0");
        //construct two adapters for "refining"
        // cpu/mem communication
        MemAdaptor_Signals memadapt("MemAdaptA");
        CPUAdaptor_Signals cpuadapt("CPUAdapt0");
        // a set of signals (CPU_Mem_Bus) is used to
        // connect the adaptors' ports
        // CPU_Mem_Bus cpumembus;
        cpumembus.reset();
        // binding bus ports to the cpu adaptor
        cpuadapt.addr(cpumembus.addr);
        cpuadapt.data(cpumembus.data);
        cpuadapt.memsize(cpumembus.memsize);
        cpuadapt.r_w(cpumembus.r_w);
        cpuadapt.req(cpumembus.req);
        cpuadapt.ack(cpumembus.ack);
        cpuadapt.err(cpumembus.err);
        // binding bus ports to the memory adaptor
        memadapt.addr(cpumembus.addr);
        memadapt.data(cpumembus.data);
        memadapt.memsize(cpumembus.memsize);
        memadapt.req(cpumembus.req);
        memadapt.ack(cpumembus.ack);
        memadapt.err(cpumembus.err);
        // binding the memory adaptor and
        // the actual memory module
        memadapt.memory(mem);
    }
}
```

---

Fig. 1. A CPU and memory system

Two module interfaces are introduced in the system for describing the actual communication between the CPU and memory. They are namely CPU adapter and memory adapter for the CPU module and memory interface respectively. The CPU and memory system is shown in Fig. 1.

The hardware implementation of such an communication is specified through the usual signals paradigm. More specifically, CPU adaptor (shortly, CA) and memory adaptor (MA) communicate through a set of signals wrapped to realize a full-featured bus.

A protocol must be specified for the communication to be accomplished across the bus. This is entirely enclosed into adaptor implementations and can be changed in the future without impact against the rest of the system relying on them (this is the key idea of TLM).

For illustration purpose, a part (describing the top-level) of the CPU and memory system implemented in SystemC is given below:
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    // provide a memory module and a CPU
    // for the simulation system
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    //construct two adapters for "refining"
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    MemAdaptor_Signals memadapt("MemAdaptA");
    CPUAdaptor_Signals cpuadapt("CPUAdapt0");
    // a set of signals (CPU_Mem_Bus) is used to
    // connect the adaptors' ports
    // CPU_Mem_Bus cpumembus;
    cpumembus.reset();
    // binding bus ports to the cpu adaptor
    cpuadapt.addr(cpumembus.addr);
    cpuadapt.data(cpumembus.data);
    cpuadapt.memsize(cpumembus.memsize);
    cpuadapt.r_w(cpumembus.r_w);
    cpuadapt.req(cpumembus.req);
    cpuadapt.ack(cpumembus.ack);
    cpuadapt.err(cpumembus.err);
    // binding bus ports to the memory adaptor
    memadapt.addr(cpumembus.addr);
    memadapt.data(cpumembus.data);
    memadapt.memsize(cpumembus.memsize);
    memadapt.req(cpumembus.req);
    memadapt.ack(cpumembus.ack);
    memadapt.err(cpumembus.err);
    // binding the memory adaptor and
    // the actual memory module
    memadapt.memory(mem);
}
```

---

Fig. 1. A CPU and memory system

B. Simulation

The (CPU and memory) system was first described in POOSL and then simulated using SHESim. A simulation run is a list of service-issue messages from the CPU, interleaved with messages from the memory adaptor responding to the bus protocol.

As an example of a simulation run:

```
MemAdaptor: WRITE request income, processing... done.
MemAdaptor: waiting for requests...
CPU: getting the data...
MemAdaptor: waiting for requests...
MemAdaptor: READ request income, processing... done.
MemAdaptor: waiting for requests...
```

C. Formal Verification

According to the guidelines given in [34], the (CPU and memory system) POOSL model was easily constructed into the equivalent PROMELA model [32] which is the input model for SPIN.

The SPIN model checker SPIN is a software package that allows the simulation of a specification written in the PROMELA. It accepts correctness claims specified in the syntax of standard Linear Temporal Logic [32] (LTL).

Applying the SPIN model checker to the (CPU and memory system) PROMELA model, the following properties (expressed in LTL) were verified successfully in few seconds using a modern PC:

1) **Deadlock free**: There is deadlock free in the state space generated for the (CPU and memory system) POOSL model system.

2) **Liveness property**: CPU eventually gets the data after each write request operation is executed.

3) **Safety property**: No read request operation is executed before a write request operation is called.

D. Interoperability

It is not hard to see that the simulation and formal verification results of the (CPU and memory system) POOSL model are match. More specifically, the properties (deadlock free, liveness and safety) are also shown to be held in the simulation run (by inspection of the simulation traces) as presented in the previous subsection.

This combine approach of the simulation and formal verification (i.e. interoperability approach) aids the designer to perform simulation-based analysis as well as functional anal- ysis of the POOSL model in the SHE Methodology.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We were not surprised to find that it was possible to specify and execute both performance and functional analysis of the CPU and memory TLM model in the SHE methodology. In order to illustrate our work clearly, only a simple TLM was given in this paper. Nevertheless, the use of TLM is generally applicable to all sizes and levels of TLM in the SHE methodology.

As future work, we plan to use the SHE methodology to model and analyse complex TLM models.
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